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After years of my own challenges with depression and anxiety, dropping out of
high school due to pregnancy, then for several years, raising my children on
welfare as a single parent under extreme conditions, I know what chronic
stress and duress are all about. After slowly digging myself out of that social,
economic, environmental and spiritual rut, I was blessed with the chance to
gain an education ? and later, while working with clients who had similar
struggles, I realized that the conventional methods of treating the mind (and
sometimes the body) were not enough to create sustainable change. I realized
that the whole person needed to be addressed, including the spirit and internal
energy patterns.
We have repeatedly seen that those who develop a connection with something
greater than themselves heal from addictions, depression and anxiety while
gaining a deep sense of inner peace. In addition, being aware of the energy
within and around our bodies is essential for developing psychological
integration. Learning to recalibrate our energy system is vital for
maintaining mental health thought patterns and growth (neuroplasticity)
within the brain. Like me, you may have noticed in yourself or others
that conventional mental health practices are limited in their
effectiveness to create lasting change, and feel drawn to
pursue a deeper understanding of the power of
?whole person?mental health care.
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The field of int egrat ive healt h coaching with the special focus on holistic

mental health care, offers a specialized opportunity for individuals who are passionate
about mental health and wellness to actively collaborate with clients and patients, assisting
them in understanding and practicing the most advanced techniques and strategies for
mind, body, and spirit health.
Integrative health coaching is not only effective for addressing mental health concerns, but
is also crucial in relieving and preventing chronic pain and physical illnesses. Recent
research indicates that mental health is essential in preventing and managing chronic
illnesses such as diabetes, cancer, heart disease and obesity. (1) The integrative health
coach serves the unique role of empowering people to take ownership of their own
mind-body-spirit health, and to discover their own motivation for lasting behavior change.
Although the health coach profession is continuing to expand, this brochure offers a guided
view of its current state and addresses emerging areas of opportunity that will further
allow the profession to thrive. Those areas especially include positions in behavioral
nutrition, mental healthcare and workplace wellness. The integrative health coach,
specializing in holistic mental health, is an intermediate level healthcare position between
peer support workers and mental health therapists. (2) The health coach training program
was developed to bridge the gap in the present mental health care system, and to provide a
mental health care service the bypasses associated stigmas.
Additionally, this brochure features unique insights from currently practicing integrative
health coaches across a wide variety of settings who highlight how their knowledge, skills,
and passions have translated into diverse, fulfilling careers in an evolving field.

"

H eal th is a l ar ge wor d. It em br aces n ot on l y th e
body,bu t th e m in d an d spir it as wel l ? an d n ot
today's pain or pl easu r e al on e, bu t th e wh ol e bein g
an d ou tl ook of a per son .
~ Jam es H . W est

Holist ic Ment al Healt h Provides Many More Opport unit ies t o Heal
In this program, we will explore some basic ideas and strategies for attaining this higher
level of well being.

Spirit - Studies are showing more evidence how incorporating a spiritual ritual into our
daily lives and nurturing our beliefs about our spirit-self and a higher power are beneficial
to our mind-body wellness and can even contribute to the recovery process from illness
and surgery.

Body - We know that exercise and nutrition are crucial to wellness, yet science is now
revealing even deeper secrets to how the body works. Our gut, for example, is considered
a 'second brain' that contains 100 million neurons. It not only controls our digestion, but
strongly influences our emotions and how we think.
We also know that, regardless how many anti- depressants someone might be taking, the
brain cannot function properly without adequate levels of B12, D3 and Omegas. And
while sugar is obviously an issue with weight and diabetes, we now know that it causes
inflammation in the brain, rupturing the synaptic and neurological pathways, ultimately
reducing the major neurotransmitters required to function.

Mind - A healthy mind is more than affirmations and a gratitude journal. You have to
know who you are at your very core. Where did you come from? Who are you, really?
How can you strengthen your I AM? These questions may scare some people, but a
healthy mind includes knowing who you are on all levels. I wrote extensively about this in
my book, Wild Women Never Get the Blues.

Energy - There are many practices that help us balance the flow of our energy (yoga, tai
chi, breath work...), but you must first become aware that you ARE energy and that the
people, places and things you open yourself up to is going to affect your energetic flow, the
quality of your digestion, sleep and your ability to think positive thoughts and
authentically connect with others.

YOUR 'W HY'
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There are many reasons why people choose to become an integrative health coach.
Identifying your personal motivations will help you not only choose the best program, but
will also guide you on how to approach your studies. Here are some common reasons given
for becoming a coach:
-

Professional career in private practice or within an organization
Enhance your current professional role with integrative mental health coaching skills
Improve your personal mind-body-spirit healt h
Support your family and friends with their mental health

If your primary reason for becoming a coach is for a professional career, you will find some
information and stats in the INDUSTRY section of this brochure including the types of
positions available, employment rates, average salary and a personal interview with a
Nickerson Institute graduate who started her own business.
Another thing to consider is how your unique skills ? beyond those of a certified health
coach ? might provide opportunities for employment or supplemental income. Consider
this list of complementary skills:
Excellent writ ing skills could be used to create a professional mental health
blog, a self-health book, or to become a guest or feature writer for print or
online magazines, newspapers or professional mental health publications.
A passion for public speaking would allow you opportunities to present
mental health workshops in a variety of settings such as schools, companies,
community groups, or as private classes.
If you present well on video, your public speaking skills could further be
used to create online courses or workshops, a video blog, vodcast, or
community support programs.
Business or market ing skills not only increase the likelihood of operating a
successful private coaching practice, but may also be used to teach other
health coaches how to do the same.

Looking t o enhance your current professional role?
There are many professions that would benefit from the knowledge and tools gained in an
integrative health coach training program. Take the role of a psychologist/therapist, for
example, who has been trained to focus specifically on the mental aspects of health; an
M.D., likewise, is trained to focus solely on the physical body; a Nutritionist on diet, etc.
Integrative health coach training expands the perspective, allowing one to recognize how
every aspect of a person contributes to their whole well-being. So while a Nutritionist is
certainly not going to start providing psychotherapy, they will ? using their integrative
coaching skills ? recognize that a client's suffering health not only stems from their poor
diet, but that their poor diet stems from being in a state of chronic stress. Thus, the
integrative health training provides the nutritionist with a wider variety of tools and
strategies to help the client manage their stress, as well as their eating habits.

Consider how integrative health coach training might benefit you if you are currently a:
-

Doctor or physician's assistant
Nurse or nurse's assistant
Therapist or counselor
Dentist or dental hygienist
Occupational therapist
Massage therapist
Physiotherapist
Social worker
Teacher

If your primary reason for becoming a coach
is for personal development or t o support
ot hers in your life?
Many of the graduates of the Nickerson
Institute IHC training program say that
they went into the program to help others
and ended up helping themselves. The
reason for this goes beyond simply gaining
new information or applying tools and
strategies in new ways.

Becoming a coach for othersrequires
that we know ourselvescompletely and
have faced our shadows, our mistakes,
and our humanity with the same
compassion we feel called
to offer others.

In this program, you will learn that you can
only help your client achieve the level of
whole health that you, yourself, are living.
In exploring each of the dimensions of
integrative health, it is not uncommon
then to discover a part of yourself that is
not fully healed or has been overlooked on
your own path of self-development.
To put it plainly ? becoming an integrative
health coach is not for wimps. This
program asks you to dig deep, stretch
yourself, be honest and become acutely
aware of who you are and how you came
to be that way ? and most importantly,
that you are committed to self-care and
self-love. It is on that journey that you will
find the most valuable tools for supporting
others.

As we work on ourselves,
we notice how others
around usbegin to 'heal'.

My "why" for taking the integrative health coaching program was primarily to be helpful to
my family (my husband has Parkinsons dementia and I am his care partner). I wanted to get
up-to-date on mental health, physical health and spiritual health and increase my skill set and
understanding. Now I realize, it was ultimately most helpful for my own health and self
management and well-being.
I now feel empowered with current modalities and fully resourced with my new mental
health toolbox. I?m able to use everything I learned in my personal life, in my family, and
professionally, as well. I loved every minute of this program and I?m only sad that it?s over.
Dr. Wendy Nickerson has created a personal and professional training program ? and with
her live webinars and meeting the other integrative health coach students, I feel like I?m in a
supportive and healthy tribe. I?m now excited to register for the Highly Sensitive Person?s
program and look forward to using my integrative health coaching skills in every area of my
life.

Su z a n n e Ba l c o m
suzannebal.com | Nickerson Institute graduate, 2020

"I was born to do thi s."
While unpacking from a cross country
move, I found some notebooks I'd had from
ten years earlier. They were filled with ideas
and lists of personal and professional goals
and I remember being eager to see how
many of them I had achieved and what
happened with all my creative ideas.
As I flipped through the pages, I barely
recognized myself in them. The personal
dreams and professional goals I once had
did not hold any meaning or align with the
life I now imagined for myself.
I felt especially adverse to the notes from
the year when my father died, my husband's
life-long career came to an end, and I was
thrown into premature perimenopause.
The result was a four-year depression that I
honestly did not realize I was in until the
water was over my head.

When I came out the other side of that
depression, I realized I had a choice ? I
could keep going along as I was, living "on
the defense", hitching my wagon to other
people's stars, not living my own passions ?
or I could learn a new way of living. I could
get training to use the tools that would
"tune up" my body, mind and spirit so that I
could live the whole, healthy, fulfilling life I
was born on earth to have.
Once I committed to that choice, finding
Dr. Nickerson's integrative health coach
training program, doing the work, and
putting myself out there seemed one of
the most natural things I'd ever done.
Now, when I glance through my journals, I
can see that I am still changing, still
evolving, yet I recognize my true self in
those pages and feel an overwhelming
peace as I say, "I was born to do this."

J e a n n e t t e Fo l a n
empathdiary.com | Nickerson Institute graduate, 2017

IHC TRAINING
PROGRAM
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If you've been shopping around for a health coach training program, you've
probably noticed that each places a bit more emphasis on one aspect of health. Some are
more focused on fitness, or nutrition, or diminishing the effects of certain physical
conditions like cardio issues or chronic pain. The Nickerson Institute's coaching program is
geared toward holist ic ment al healt h and how the mind can be trained to aid in the healing
of mental, emotional, and physical illnesses.
The program uses a BioPsychoSocial model which considers every aspect of the person's
life from their attitudes and beliefs, education, financial position, physical care, lifestyle,
identity, and relationships with family, peers, and God. It considers how each aspect
influences the others, such as how our thoughts and attitudes can affect physical health ?
down to the cellular level!
You'll learn how the relat ionship bet ween client and coach (what is called 'attunement') is
imperative to success and how to build that rapport and trust through active listening,
motivational interviewing and mindsight techniques.
This program is based on a client -cent ered focus in which the exchange between client and
coach is considered sacred. It is an exchange of energy at every level ? mind, body, and
spirit.
The Nickerson Institute's IHC
training program prepares students
to consider every aspect of health as
it contributes to the health of the
whole person ? and to understand
that most mental health issues, such
as anxiety and depression, need to
be healed in the energy system,
body and spirit, as well.
The traditional approaches and
alternative strategies taught in this
program allow coaches effective,
adaptable tools that promote
positive change and empowerment
for their clients.

CORE COM PONENTS
of the Nickerson Institute Integrative Health Coach Training Program

TEACHING MODULES
Each of the 15 learning modules includes an
informational video presentation and
valuable resources for each topic such as
supplemental videos, worksheets, books,
articles, interactive quizzes, and websites.

ASSIGNMENTS
Writing assignments are required for most
modules and generally include self-reports,
case study assessments, and your
approaches to various client scenarios.

LIVE SUPPORT
DISCUSSIONS
Most modules include questions to be
answered by students on the IHC online
discussion board. These discussions allow
for varied perspectives so that students
might also learn from each other's ideas
and personal experiences.

PRACTICE
As you learn the coaching fundamentals,
you will be asked to practice your skills with
pseudo-clients and to submit some sessions
in recorded format. Our unique coaching
buddy system offers the chance to be
partnered with other IHC participants
and/or graduates.

The self-paced course includes bi-weekly
live sessions where you receive support
from the instructor and engage with fellow
students. A live monthly meeting includes
expert presenters on relevant health
topics, healing techniques and business
development.

COACHING TOOLBOX
As the program progresses, you will find
tools and strategies that work with your
coaching style or for specific situations.
Throughout the course, you will continue
to build your own toolbox that can serve
to support you throughout your career.

"

Dr. Nickerson's IHC training program is a terrific way for students to learn how to offer a
healing space for those looking for mental health assistance and support using a variety of
conventional and complementary evidence-based techniques and methods. Health
coaches are needed in hospitals, clinics, communities and schools everywhere. Dr.
Nickerson's teaching approach is light, thoughtful and inclusive. This program will help
you grow personally as well as professionally.
Dr. Pam Purcell BSC, ND, CBP, IHC

COURSE CONTENT
The 200-hour integrative health coach training program is presented in 15 modules, and
develops your skills in these core areas of health challenges and wellness approaches.

COACHING SKILLS
The role of a health coach

COMMON ISSUES &
TRADITIONAL SUPPORT

Listening skills and motivational
interviewing

Cognitive Behavioral Coaching strategies

Client engagement and
attunement

Coaching for grief and loss

Ethics, boundaries and guidelines
for a healthy client relationship

The mind-body effects of trauma

Facilitating behavior change
Developing advocacy skills in
your community

Rational-Emotive Coaching strategies
Working with issues of the elderly
Detecting and preventing suicide
Understanding teen depression and
substance abuse
Helping someone die peacefully

BODY BASICS

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

The truth about food

Alternative therapies for depression and
anxiety including breath work, sound
healing, meditation, yoga and more

Foods and nutrients for optimal
mental health
Physical activity and cognitive
functioning

Mindfulness techniques for whole health

Chronic pain and illness: the
mind-body connection

The spiritual revolution

Biofeedback for stress
Self-compassion, self-care and self-love

The therapy of sleep

"

The IHCTP is especially useful to holistic nurses who want to have a more integrative
approach and independent role in their nursing practice. I was able to apply what I learned
from the Integrative Health Coaching Program into my own nursing practice. Wendy?s
enthusiasm, openness, and ability to think outside the box is phenomenal. I highly
recommend this course!
- Sandra Couts MSN, RN, CIHC

BENEFITS OF BEING A STUDENT/GRAD
Students and graduates of the IHC training program are invited to collaborate with the
Nickerson Institute in a number of professional avenues, offering opportunities to:
-

Generate income
Attract potential new clients
Expand your online presence
Get a deeper understanding of the holistic health topic you are passionate about
Build confidence
Polish your writing and presentation skills

W rit e for our blog
Students and graduates are invited to submit articles for the Nickerson
Institute blog. In addition to sharing your knowledge and polishing your
writing skills, this is an opportunity to promote your coaching services
and increase your online presence. Select articles may also be promoted
via the Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn pages.

Present at a meet ing
One of the common ways for new coaches to attract clients and generate
business is to give presentations in their (live or online) community. As an
IHC graduate, you will have the opportunity to give a 20-minute
presentation at either a bi-weekly support meeting or at our monthly
professional meeting, allowing you to hone your presentation skills,
introduce current mental health topics, demonstrate effective healing
techniques, or offer business solutions. This is also an opportunity to
reach beyond the Nickerson Institute community, as the recording of
your presentation may be used for your own marketing/promotional use.

Develop an online course
Graduates of the IHC training program are offered the chance to develop
and instruct an online course relevant to integrative health. These courses
will be promoted to the general public, as well as students in the Nickerson
Institute programs.
The unique and valuable aspects of this opportunity ? besides gaining the
experience and satisfaction of developing an educational program to help
others achieve holistic health ? are that the course becomes a residual
income, and as the developer/instructor, you have a platform to promote
your own coaching services to those who enroll.

TUITION
The Nickerson Institute offers two options for tuition for the Integrative Health
Coach Training Program.

Full One-Time Payment

Inst allment Payment Plan

$3,799 US

$975 US x 4

Pay in full upon approval of your
application.

This plan allows for the full tuition to be
paid over a 4 month period. Access to
the program is given upon receipt of
the first payment, with 3 additional
installments charged every 30 days.

Forms of Payment
All certifcate programs and courses at the Nickerson Institute may be
purchased using Paypal, Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover.

"

Th e on l y per son you ar e destin ed to becom e is th e
per son you decide to be.
? Ral ph W al do Em er son

COM PLEM ENTARY PROGRAM S
Upon completion of the Integrative Health Coach Training Program, you may choose
to expand your knowledge and toolkit further with these complementary courses.

Highly Sensit ive Person
Cert ificat ion Program for Ment al
Healt h Professionals

Opt imum Brain Healt h: Improve
Sleep, Memory, Focus and
Cognit ion

The HSP trait is a relatively newly
identified and researched variant of the
central nervous system that allows the
person to detect subtleties in their
environment, process data at a deeper
level, and experience profound emotions
within themselves and (mirrored in)
others.

When brain function improves, so does
overall mental health. When we learn
how the brain works and how stress,
diet, sleep and physical exercise impact
our cognitive functioning, we can gain
control over the quality of our whole
health even as we age.

While the trait is present in 20% of the
population, it accounts for 30-50% of
clients seeking therapy (thus, one of the
reasons why training is so valuable for
mental health professionals).
The most common challenges of HSPs
include depression, anxiety and identity
issues (often related to spirituality).
As the methods & support for HSPs are
different and far more effective than
what is appropriate for other clients, this
10-hour certification program offers the
research, traditional therapy methods,
tools and exercises, supporting handouts,
assessments and alternative approaches
including energy psychology techniques
and spiritual matters relevant to HSPs.
For more information, visit:
nickersoninstitute.com/hsp-certification-program

Discount for IHC graduates
10 CE credits

Participants of this program will learn
the components of increasing
intelligence with evidence-based, best
practices for cognitive function at any
stage of life. Through an 8-step action
plan, they can implement the methods
(for themselves & their coaching clients)
to improve and sustain cognition and
increase the overall quality of their
health.
For more information, visit:
nickersoninstitute.com/optimum-brain-health

Discount for IHC graduates

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Do I need a degree t o part icipat e in t his program?
No, it is not necessary to have a degree, however some hiring organizations favor
those that have a degree in addition to the IHC training. It is more important that you
have an interest and passion for mind, body, spirit wellness.
I am already a Healt h Pract it ioner. How would t his program help me?
This program teaches techniques and strategies related to holistic mental health.
This includes mind, body and spirit. Most professionals are usually trained in only
only aspect of health (mind or body), however research has repeatedly indicated that
an integrative approach produces much more sustainable results.
W ill I get help wit h set t ing up my business, visibilit y and ongoing support ?
Yes, after completion of the course you will receive 4 recorded sessions on important
aspects of setting up your business. This will cover areas of social media, proper
forms, brochures, website, and powerpoint presentations, for example. In addition,
you will be invited to monthly meetings that include presentations by wellness
experts on starting a business, alternative healing techniques, and more; as well as
engaging with other IHCs about the many aspects of business and coaching.
You will also gain visibility on the Nickerson Institute website with your personalized
one-page Integrative Health Coaching business web page. This professional webpage
will be located on the Nickerson Institute of Integrative Health Training website,
under ?Find an Integrative Health Coach?.
Could I get hired somewhere as Regist ered Healt h Coach inst ead of working for
myself?
Health coaching is becoming more popular, however it is still in its beginning stages.
More urban areas hire health coaches, whereas in rural areas it is better to start your
own business.
How does t he accredit at ion part work?
On the following page, you will find detailed information on the accrediting
organizations and how they serve the industry and you, as a certified coach.

Th is pr ogr am isn 't abou t teach in g you h ow to sol ve oth er
peopl e's pr obl em s or h eal th em . W h at you 'l l l ear n is h ow
to h el p peopl e tap in to th at par t of th em sel ves th at
al r eady k n ows h ow to h eal itsel f.

ACCREDITING ORGANIZATIONS
Upon successful completion of the Integrative Health Coach Training Program, you
are considered a CERTIFIED health coach. To become a REGISTERED coach,
meaning that you are officially on record with an accrediting association, you will
need to complete a membership application, provide the necessary documentation,
and pay a membership fee which entitles you to a variety of support from the
organization. Here is some information about the accrediting organizations for the
Nickerson Institute's Integrative Health Coach Training Program:

American Associat ion of Drugless Pract it ioners
Established in 1990, the AADP supports over 21,000
international professional holistic practitioners including
doctors, nurses, naturopaths, chiropractors, health coaches and
"drugless" professionals.
The AADP offers its members the following benefits:
Professional Liabilit y Insurance - a professional liability policy that covers consulting
and educating and runs approximately $138 per year for a $1 million dollar policy.
Office Packet - includes Client Questionnaires, Disclosure forms, Office forms, etc.
Laborat ory Test ing Services (USA and Canada) - submission of non-invasive tissue
(hair) mineral analysis (excludes New York and California).
Referral List - all members will be automatically added to a list used to refer
practitioners to the general public.
Resource Link - the member's business website can be added to the AADP Resource
Link Page.
Cert ificat e and ID card - verifying that you are board certified with the AADP as a
health coach.
Initial application fee $285 US
Annual renewal fee $150 US
No continuing education credits are required for AADP membership

For more information, visit:
aadp.net

Healt h Coach Alliance
The Health Coach Alliance? (HCA) is the largest international
professional Health Coach association of its kind. Its members
are comprised of registered health coaches from all over the
world. This association requires 20 continuing education credit
hours per year (starting in the second year of membership).
The HCA offers its members the following benefits:
Member Designat ion - includes an HCA seal (for use on marketing materials) and a
registration number.
Professional Liabilit y Insurance - a professional liability policy that covers
Commercial General Liability (CGL) and Errors and Omissions Insurance (E&O) for
approximately $200 per year for a $1 million dollar policy.
Personal Insurance - members can apply for medical, dental, critical illness, AD&D
and life insurance coverage under the HCA/CAIN group policy.
Form Templat es - includes client intake, disclosure, disclaimer, authorization and
consent forms.
Et hics & Scope of Pract ice - up to date videos and resources are provided for
members practicing in the U.S. and Canada on the latest laws and ethics related to
health coaching.
Business Tools - a resource library of third-party service providers ready to help you
grow your practice ? from web designers to scheduling software and marketing
services.
Perks & Discount s - offered to members by various wellness companies and CE
programs.
Cont inuing Educat ion - to help you reach your 20 required credits per year, members
have access to approved, discounted educational programs.

Initial application fee $298 US
Annual renewal fee $300 US
20 continuing education credits are required per year
For more information, visit:
healthcoachalliance.ca
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INDUSTRY

The current medical and mental health systems are failing to prevent illness and provide
adequate support for those suffering from chronic disease and mental health issues.
Registered integrative health coaches are now being recognized as one of the solutions to
this problem, helping people make critical lifestyle changes to improve their health and
well-being.
Here are just a few examples of recent statistics and official support for the advancement
of health coaches.

Health coaching is ranked
as one of the biggest health
trends, consistently placing
in the top 20 since 2010.
(3) According to the
United States Department
of Labor, the employment
of healthcare support
occupations in the U.S. is
expected to grow 13% by
2024, which is ?faster than
the average for all
occupations.?(4) Health
coaching has grown to a $6
billion market in the United
States, and more than
100,000 people are part of
the profession. (5)

The Health and Wellness
Coach Resolution (H. Res.
552) in the U.S. House of
Representatives declares
"support (for) the efforts of
health and wellness
coaches of the United
States on their important
work to improve the health
and wellness of the Nation".
The resolution shows how
members from both parties
in Congress understand
and support the research
fueling the increase of a
holistic approach to
wellness with health
coaches as the guides. (6)

The US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
supports health coaching
as a promising strategy for
helping patients make
behavior modifications that
can prevent or manage
diabetes and other chronic
conditions. (7) And clinical
studies employing Duke
University Integrative
Medicine's model of IHC
have demonstrated
improvements in measures
of diabetes and diabetes
risk, weight management,
and risk for cardiovascular
disease and stroke. (8)

JOB OPPORTUNITIES & SALARY
While the health coaching profession is still young, and there will undoubtedly be more
positions opening up for individuals trained as registered health coaches, this list offers
the current opportunities published on recruiting sites in the US and Canada:

MENTAL HEALTH COACH: This role provides support, crisis intervention, and referrals to
clients who utilize the services of community partner agencies as well as coaching for the
staff working with individuals who experience mental health and concurrent disorder
related issues. Mental health coaches typically need an undergraduate degree or
community college diploma and be certified as a health coach. The current median annual
wage for mental health coaches is $58,000 (May 2020 job posting). (9)

COMMUNITY HEALTH W ORKERS: The role is to collect data and discuss health
concerns with members of specific populations or communities. Community health
workers work in a variety of settings, including hospitals, nonprofit organizations,
government, doctors?offices, private businesses, and colleges. They generally work full
time. Community health workers typically need to have at least a high school diploma. The
median annual wage for community health workers was $40,360 in May 2019. Overall
employment of community health workers is projected to grow 11 percent from 2018 to
2028, much faster than the average for all occupations. Growth will be driven by efforts to
improve health outcomes and to reduce healthcare costs by teaching people healthy
behaviors and explaining how to use available healthcare services. *Note: on the US
Bureau of Labor Statisticswebsite that the position of "Health Educator" issimilar, but requires
more advanced education. (10)

PERSONAL SUPPORT W ORKER: While the responsibilities and logistics of this role may
vary with each organization, the description is generalized as offering care within senior
and independent care residences, shelters or non-profit centers, promoting a healthy and
independent life style, observing general physical and emotional well being, and building
relationships with community partners to promote health. They are generally employed
full time. Some positions may include shift work. The median annual wage for personal
support workers is $32,000 (based on a random sampling of job postings April 2020). This
role has been available for many years to non-accredited individuals, but will likely grow
into a position with greater qualifications, responsibilities and compensation. (11,12)

WHAT ABOUT PRIVATE PRACTICE?
While being employed by an organization has the advantage of job security and
benefits, starting your own private practice has many benefits too, such as making
your own hours, setting your own fees, choosing where you work, and choosing how
your role as an integrative health coach can expand to include more of your passions.
One of the questions often asked by those thinking about becoming an integrative
health coach is "How difficult is it to start a private practice?" To answer that question,
we asked Nickerson Institute graduate, Kim Dechaine, to share her experiences of
starting her coaching business "Inner Powered Leaders" in Alberta, Canada; and to
offer advice for anyone considering the same professional path.

W hat st eps were involved in set t ing up your business?
Within weeks after I graduated, I became a member of
the CHA and purchased the insurance they offered. I
wasn't required to register my business name in my
province, so operated as a sole proprietor. I didn't even
open a business banking account or apply for a tax ID
number until I had substantial income. And these things
you figure out along the way or connect with people who
will help guide you. The post-grad sessions offered with
the IHC program are a great resource, too. They can
guide you on setting fees, the client forms you'll need,
and marketing.
How long did it t ake you t o get client s?
Before taking the IHC program, I was already doing energy
healing work. From the time I opened my door and did some
advertising, it only took a couple weeks to get clients. I
admit it was pretty easy for me, but that's because I set the innerpoweredleaders.com
intention, built on the relationships I had already
established, and kept at it.
How many client s do you see a week?
Right now, anywhere from 6-10 clients. If I wanted to, I could fill up my schedule with
20 a week, but that would be the maximum for me. It's important to know your limit
and to make sure you have time to take care of yourself and nurture your passions. For
me, I'm equally passionate about one-on-one coaching as I am about speaking, giving
workshops and building my business in other ways, so I keep my client load to two or
three a day.

W hat advice would you give for new coaches want ing t o build t heir client base?
The advantage of being an integrative health coach is that we can provide our services
online. Our clients can be anywhere in the world. Even if you only market yourself
within your country, the odds are pretty good that you'll build a decent client base.
For me, I wanted to focus on my community, so I started spreading the word and doing
some local advertising. Overall, my advice is to be open to every opportunity. It's not
that you're going to shove your business card in the hands of everyone you meet.
Don't do that! But don't close yourself off to the possibility that your dentist may have
a relative who's been looking for a health coach. Or someone in the social media group
you contribute to resonates with your message and hires you. If you put out the
intention and put yourself out there, clients will start to appear.
W hat do you at t ribut e your success t o?
70% "doing" type of work and 30% divine intervention. But the 70% is based on almost all
intuition. For example, an opportunity presented itself to partner with someone on a new
business project. It wasn't a "no brainer". I needed time to think about it. But before I even
sat down with it, the person kept popping up in my thoughts every day...every day... all the
time. So I've come to trust and act upon that inner-knowing. The more you can develop
that skill, the easier it will be to make decisions about your business. Don't get me wrong,
you still have to do the work, but determining what work to do and how to do it will flow
more smoothly if you cultivate your intuition.

If you want a successful and
healt hy life and business, t he
key is self-leadership.
Once you can cont rol your
t hought s, feelings and act ions,
you will be an impact ful
leader and healer in t he world.

W hat 's your least favorit e part of owning your business?
Marketing. But the more I do it, the better I get at it. I still have a lot to learn about the
technology end of it and as soon as I think I've got it figured out, something changes and I
have to make adjustments. Yet I've also found that the most effective marketing is really
about relationships. I approach each event, each encounter with a genuine interest to be
of service. People see that and feel it. That's better than any Facebook ad I could run!
W hat about t he money? Is t here pot ent ial t o make a good living?
Having your own practice/business has unlimited earning potential; from one-on-one
clients, to workshops, to speaking, to online courses, to group classes. For me it has
taken some time. It doesn't happen necessarily right away, but it can be a very profitable
business.
Figuring out how to set your hourly rate could be a matter of looking at other coaches in
your area (either your community or specialty) and your experience level. Sometimes the
association you register with has helpful guidelines, too.
If one-on-one coaching is where you expect to make the majority of your income, you can
play with this formula to see how doable it is to hit your earning target:
Desired annual income = $60,000 divided by
48 weeks working per year = $1,250 per week income
Target client s per week = 20 divided by target weekly income = $62.50 per hour
Likewise, if you know you can charge $80/hour, the formula reveals that you would
need 15-16 clients per week to reach your desired income.
For group workshops, an average rate per person, per hour is $24. Online courses can
range from $250-$400 for an 8 hour program (with recordings available). Keynote
speeches are generally $500/hour and a 2-day corporate workshop can earn up to
$6,500.
Any ot her advice for new healt h coaches?
St art wit h You! One of the things you end
up learning in the IHC program is that
whatever is going on in your life that isn't
working ? a job, relationship, your health,
money ? the solution always starts with
you. On my own journey with mental
illness, I learned that I had to be the priority.
Self-care is crucial. It's the mantra we try
and instill in our clients and so it's the one
we need to live by ourselves.

Kim Dechaine is an Inspirational Speaker, Certified
Integrative Health Coach, Mental Health Advocate and
Educator.
Learn more about Kim at: innerpoweredleaders.com
or follow her LinkedIn or Facebook.

HEALTH APPROACHES & PRACTITIONERS
There can be quite a bit of overlap between the various health approaches and wellness
practitioners, but each have distinctive qualities, as well. Here is a general overview of the
most common:
Convent ional Medicine ? emphasis is placed on physical well-being, diagnosing illnesses
based on physiological symptoms and treating them with pharmaceuticals, outpatient
procedures and invasive surgeries. While conventional medicine does not offer any
support for prevention, it is effective for emergency and acute care. Careers in this field
that involve patient interaction include: physician, registered nurse, licensed practical
nurse, medical assistant, nursing assistant, and emergency medical technologist.
Nat uropat hic Medicine ? this model uses traditional and natural medicine (botanicals,
pharmaceuticals) and alternative therapies (homeopathy, acupuncture) to restore health
to the physical body. While the focus is usually on healing a specific ailment, the approach
may be holistic in nature, such as modifying diet and lifestyle to alleviate the illness. At
this time, the only career in this field working directly with clients is as a Naturopathic
Physician.
Holist ic Medicine ? considers the interconnectedness of mind, body, spirit and works on
bringing balance to the systems, resulting in optimal health. While once considered a
unique approach to health, it is now thought to be more of the practitioner's style;
therefore, you may experience an M.D., Naturopath, Nutritionist, Psychologist or Massage
Therapist who uses a holistic approach to well-being.
Int egrat ive Medicine ? this model considers the whole person (mind, body, spirit) and is
an integration of traditional and alternative modalities (herbs, diet, Chinese medicine,
energy medicine). Unlike conventional medicine, the integrative practitioner aims to
identify the root cause of an illness by considering what thoughts, feelings, and behaviors
may be contributing to it; and to help the client restore or improve their physical
well-being by providing self-care practices and tools.

The future of healthcare depends on health coaches.
The future depends on you.

EVOLUTION OF HEALTHCARE
CURRENT HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Motivated by illness
Reactive
Survival based
Hierarchical approach
Drug/Synthetic solutions

FUTURE HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Wellness driven
Proactive/Preventative
Goal is to thrive
Collaborative approach
Natural/Intrinsic solutions

Minimal access to technology

Technology supports health

Outdated nutrition guidelines

Personalized evidence-based
nutritional guidance

The graphic below, known as the illness-wellness continuum was developed in 1974 by Dr.
John W. Travis and was intended to demonstrate how the absence of illness was not enough
for someone to be called well/healthy. It also demonst rat es how a t radit ional healt h
pract it ioner's role is applicable only during t he "Treat ment Paradigm", whereas a healt h
coach may support someone t hrough t heir ent ire "Wellness Paradigm".

What are the di fferences and si m i lari ti es betw een
Integrati ve Mental Health Coachi ng and
tradi ti onal therapy?
INTEGRATIVE MENTAL HEALTH COACHING

THERAPY

Trained t o support client s who, overall, are
funct ioning well in t heir lives

Trained to diagnose and treat clients with mental
health issues that hinder their ability to function

Uses a cooperat ive, co-creat ive approach wit h
client result ing in a more peer-t o-peer
relat ionship

Directs client from a more clinical model and is
generally seen as the expert in the relationship

Considers every aspect of client (mind, body,
spirit , energy, emot ions) and works wit h client t o
discover imbalances or correlat ions

Usually considers the mental health of the client
as independent from body, spirit, energy

Main focus is on wellness and how t o evolve

Main focus is on illness and how to cope or heal

Focuses on present and fut ure

Focuses on past and present

Focuses on opport unit ies and solut ions

Focuses on challenges and problems

Considers negat ive (shadow) aspect s of t he client
as valuable part s of growt h

Analyzes negative aspects of the client to
determine their origin

Asks ?where t o go from here??

Asks ?how did you get here??

Encourages self-work and self-explorat ion
bet ween appoint ment s

Advises to follow only specific recommendations,
if any

On-going communicat ion bet ween sessions is
accept able

Communication between sessions is generally
only acceptable if a crisis arises

Incorporat es t he powerful skill of coach-client
at t unement as a healing element allowing t he
client a ?felt ?experience

Mostly focused on solving problems and
reprocessing past traumas and present
distress.Some usage of coach-client attunement

Boundaries and et hical issues are highly
emphasized and pract iced

Boundaries and ethical issues are highly
emphasized and practiced

Uses evidence-based st rat egies and t echniques
as t hey relat e t o ment al healt h pract ices

Uses evidence-based strategies and techniques as
they relate to mental health practices

Includes behavioral nut rit ion as it relat es t o
opt imal ment al healt h funct ioning

May or may not use behavioral nutrition as it
relates to optimal mental health functioning

Incorporates expertise on mind-body connections
as they relate to healing chronic illnesses and pain

Sometimes incorporates expertise on mind-body
connections as they relate to healing chronic
illnesses and pain, depending upon the therapist?s
training

SELF-QUIZ
To discover whether you have the fundamental qualities of a successful integrative
health coach, carefully consider each question, answering honestly about yourself, then
tally up the points and find the matching outcomes on page 14. If you prefer to take this
quiz online, click here.
How would a close friend describe you?
4 - Very good listener
3 - An equal opportunity talker/listener
2 - Attentive if the topic interests me
1 - I usually prefer to do the talking
W hen you are list ening t o someone?
4 - I imagine myself in their place, experiencing what they are describing
3 - I try to focus and remember details of what they said
2 - Try to figure out what I should say next
1 - My mind tends to wander to things I need to do
W hen I cont ribut e t o societ y, it is usually by? (check only one)
4 - Volunteering at a local charity or fundraising event
4 - Donating cash
4 - Spiritual/meditation for peace
4 - Helping individuals in my community
2 - I haven?t gotten there yet
W hich word best describes your level of involvement in t he communit y
4 - Advocate (supports the best interest of one or more individuals)
3 - Activist (gets involved with policy and social change)
2 - Pedestrian (will get involved if compelled to do so)
1 - Passive (does not get involved at any level)
W hen a friend t ells me about a painful t ime t hey are going t hrough, I usually?
4 - Listen to them carefully and offer my support
2 - Tell them about a time that I had an even more difficult situation
1 - Tell them that I need to leave now
1 - Change the subject

If I were t o see an animal injured by t he side of t he road, I would most likely?
4 - Stop and get them out of the line of traffic
4 - Stop and stay with the animal until animal control arrives
3 - Call animal control
2 - Keep on driving
Most of your friends would likely say t hat
4 - You are a sponge for knowledge and love to learn new things
4 - You get excited when you are about to learn something new
2 - You need to read more because you spend too much time on your phone
1 - You like to stay in your comfort zone and not have to gain new knowledge
W hen I have a problem t hat I cannot seem t o easily solve
4 - I love to try new solutions until I solve the problem
3 - I go to great lengths to research the problem until I have it resolved
2 - I forget about it and hope that it works out on its own
2 - I call my best friend to see if she has the solution
W hen I am in conversat ion wit h a dist ressed friend t hat I care about , I t end t o...
4 - Lean forward, make eye contact and try to understand how they must be feeling
3 - Pay attention to my body language, my voice tone and my intuition
2 - Be thinking of how I can respond to help them feel better
1 - Change the subject and help them get their mind on something else
In communicat ing wit h a t eenager who t ells you t hat his parent s are ?st alking?him, you
would likely
4 - Lean in, sit with an open stance, listen and try to understand where he is coming from
3 - Explain that if his parents stalk him, it is because they love him
2 - Tell the teen that you had parents that were smothering also when you were a teen
1 - Try to convince him that parents don?t stalk their children
W hen someone doesn?t agree wit h me, I t end t o...
4 - Be fine if they have a different point of view
3 - Realize that everyone is entitled to their opinions and beliefs
1 - Change my stance such that I agree with them
1 - Argue with them and explain all of the reasons why I am right

In t he past , if I have been let go from a job, I would most likely
4 - Know that a better job is on its way to me
3 - Get busy and figure out how I can get another one
2 - Call my friends and let them know what a horrible workplace and employer I had
1 - Write a letter to the organization and tell them why they should hire me back
If I am really t ired or exhaust ed, but have t old a friend I would meet her for dinner?
4 - I would call the friend and explain why I am not able to make it
3 - Go for a little while and then excuse myself early
2 - Tell her that I am sick and cannot make it
1 - Go anyway even though I am exhausted
If I were working in a busy office and found myself emot ionally upset because of my pet
t hat had recent ly died?
4 - I would likely explain this to my boss and go home and take the next day off also to
nurture myself
3 - I would likely explain this to my boss and go home
2 - Talk to the people in the office and tell them about my pain
1 - Make arrangements to go out drinking with some friends
Most of my friends would likely say t hat t hey?
4 - Trust me with their secrets
3 - Tell me some of their secrets, but make me swear that I will not repeat them
2 - Would tell me some things but not anything they didn?t want others to know
1 - Definitely not trust me with any secrets
Somet imes when I want t o t ell a friend somet hing about someone else?
4 - I would hesitate because I realize the importance of confidentiality and trust
3 - I would hesitate because I know I would not want this done to me
2 - I would hesitate, realizing that gossiping will bring me down
1 - I call them up and tell them all of the details
Compared t o most ot hers, I believe t hat I am?
4 - More sensitive than most to other peoples?feelings, noises, lights and smells
3 - Sometimes sensitive to other peoples?feelings, noises, lights and smells
2 - Sensitive to these but don?t really care
1 - Not very sensitive to other peoples?feelings, noises, lights and smells

In social sit uat ions, I t end t o?
4 - Sense from a distance when someone is sad
3 - Notice more details in my surroundings than others tend to notice
3 - Often get overwhelmed when many people are talking at the same time
1 - Mostly only feel what is inside of me
Most people who know me, would say t hat ..
4 - They trust me and I come across as being truthful and honest
3 - Most of the time they feel they can trust me because I am truthful
2 - They don't have an opinion one way or another about my being truthful and honest
1 - I need to work on being more trustworthy
I would say t hat I am honest in conversat ions?
4 - Because even if speaking the truth is difficult, I know how to say it in a kind way
3 - Because I know that honesty pays off
2 - Only if I think the other person is honest also
1 - Unless the stakes are high
W hen I have a goal in mind?
4 - I tend to have great patience in waiting for it to unfold
3 - I realize that patience is part of success, and that keeps me from getting frustrated
2 - I will take shortcuts to make it happen faster
1 - I tend to get frustrated and want it to happen faster
W hen someone is t elling me a st ory about somet hing t hat happened t o t hem?
4 - I usually sit and listen intently as they tell me the story
2 - I usually listen with patience unless they are hesitant and stumbling over their words
1 - I usually listen with patience unless I don?t think the story is true
1 - I usually listen with patience unless they are emotional, then I try to change the subject

"

To ser ve is beau tifu l , bu t on l y if it is don e with joy
an d a wh ol e h ear t an d a fr ee m in d.
- Pear l S. Bu ck

STRONG CANDIDATE
Score: 74 to 88 points

LIKELY A GOOD
CANDIDATE
Score: 58 to 73 points

Your responses to this survey indicate that
you are a st rong candidat e for becoming
an Integrative / Holistic Mental Health
Coach. As you probably already know,
succeeding in this profession takes a
strong desire to help others, good
listening skills, healthy boundaries and
compassion for self and others.
In addition, you must have a desire for
knowledge about health and wellness, and
have abilities to problem solve and
communicate effectively, even under
challenging circumstances.
Having an open attitude for diversity,
honesty and harmony, are also required.
Exceptional personal self-care, developing
trusting relationships, as well as enhanced
sensitivity and patience are key to success
in this profession.
Many of those who have a successful
career as an Integrative Health Coach feel
that their skills are innate, that they were
born for the role. Your responses on the
survey suggest that you most likely feel
that way, too. The qualities are already in
you, and can be further strengthened
through training and guidance.

Your responses to this survey indicate that
you are most likely a good candidat e for
becoming an Integrative / Holistic Mental
Health Coach and you possess many of the
core qualities for success in this career.
Some of these qualities may require
further development. As you review the
traits/qualities below, complete a
self-assessment and circle the qualities
that you would like to improve upon.
-

strong desire to help others
good listening skills
compassion for self and others
ability to maintain healthy
boundaries
thirst for knowledge about
health/wellness
abilities to problem solve
ability to communicate effectively
open attitude for diversity, honesty
and harmony
exceptional personal self-care
ability to develop trusting
relationships
enhanced sensitivity
patience

This is a good place to start the discussion
should you decide to call for an interview.

W hat 's t he next st ep?
If pursuing this profession is something you are truly interested in doing, please contact
Dr. Wendy Nickerson for a free phone interview at 1-888-339-8443.

MIGHT BE A GOOD
CANDIDATE

NOT A GOOD MATCH
Score: 26 to 42 points

Score: 43 to 57 points
Your responses to this survey indicate that
at this time you might be a good candidat e
for becoming an Integrative / Holistic
Mental Health Coach. The reason for
further consideration is that your
responses on the survey suggest that some
qualities come more naturally to you than
others, and some of the necessary core
traits and skills would require further
development in order for success in this
career.
If you know yourself well, you likely already
realize what changes and areas of personal
development would need to occur.
Please give this some thought as it will help
pave the way for a productive phone
interview, should you decide to pursue the
program.

Your responses to this assessment
indicate that at this time, a career as an
Integrative / Holistic Mental Health Coach
is not a good mat ch for you.
Like every profession, it takes a specific
personality, skill set and interest to be
truly successful. Your traits and skills are,
no doubt, going to serve you well in
another profession. If you feel you are
being called to serve others, know that
there are many opportunities outside the
coaching field that are still based on
integrative / holistic health.

Are you ready to becom e an i ntegrati ve health coach?
To start the Nickerson Institute program, simply fill out the online
application form. You'll be notified within 48 hours, and if you
would like, a phone call can be scheduled with Dr. Nickerson to
further discuss the program and answer any of your questions.

Apply now

Sti ll have questi ons about the IHC trai ni ng program ?
Dr. Nickerson would be happy to speak with you directly and
answer any questions you may have. Or she can put you in touch
with previous graduates of the program to get a student's
perspective. To arrange an appointment, please submit your
information on this contact form and be sure to include a number
where you can be reached.

Request a call

Dr. Wendy Nickerson
1-888-339-8443
t raining@nickersoninst it ut e.com
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